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A.

History of S i t e

|jj
: • !

The Lubbock LaJce Site proper is an ancient oxbox of the Salt Fork of the Brazos River, in the
Yellow House Canyon, on the Llano Estacado of the Southern High Plains. It is an unusual and
important locality with respect to the natural history of the late Quaternary Period.

Preserved

in the deposits laid down in the sharp U-shaped bend of Yellow House draw is one of the most
remarkably complete sections known in the Southwest for the interval covered by the last l4,000
or 15,000 years. This section records the changing environments for this span of time> ranging
from hot and dry to cold and moist. As can be seen in Table I, the Pleistocene epoch in this
region is represented by long arid stages, intermingled with three different moist stages (the
interglacials). The last arid stage of 12,000 years ago marked the beginning of the Recent
epoch.

Table II is a section found at the Lake Site showing stratification, estimated ages

and the presence of fossils in each strata.

The site came under the control of the City of Lubbock in the late 1930's when it was being
dredged to supply the city with an additional water reservoir-

During the dredging, folsom

projectile points and bones of extinct animals were uncovered.

Luckily, this early recognition

2
of the site's scientific value by the city has kept it virtually untouched by human pollutants.

J-F.E. Green, "The Lubbock Lake Reservoir Site," The Museum Journal, Vol. VI, West Texas
Museum Association, Texas Technological College, 19^2, 85.
%bid.

^
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B. Master Plan for Development of Surrounding Park

In 1967^ the firm of Schrickel, Rollins, and Associates completed a Master Plan of Development for the 500 acre Comanche Canyon Park. This plan of development can be seen on Map 1.
There are five major areas in this development:

the Children's Zoo, Recreation Center, Golf

Course, Lake and Archaeological Site.'^ A fence was erected around approximately 25 acres of
the Archaeological Site long before it was ever known to most citizens. Within this enclosed
area (shown on Map l), is probably the richest location of prehistoric bones and tools, although
there have been several other smaller finds in the general park area.

•^Schrickel, Rollins and Associates, Master Plan for Development:
Lubbock, Texas, (I968), 5-

.ji\\

Comanche Canyon Park,
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C.

Past eind Present Archaeological Activities
^m
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Previous studies of the Lubbock Lake Site were made by Dr- Joe Ben Wheat in 1939> and by
E. H. Sellards of the Texas Memorial Museum in 19^9, 50 and 52. In 1959 and I960, brief
excavations were carried out by Earl Green and Jane Kelly through a grant from the National
Science Foundation.

At present, the site is opened up only diiring the siimmer months and is

funded through a grant from the National Geographic Society as well as funds from the city and
county of Lubbock and the State Historical Society.-'

'Green, p . 9 2 .
•'Eileen Johnson, "The Lubbock Lake S i t e P r o j e c t , " The Museum Q u a r t e r l y , P u b l i c a t i o n of t h e
West Texas Museum A s s o c i a t i o n , (Jvily-September, 1973)^ PP- 3 - 5 '
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D.

Connection to Texas Tech Museum

1-4-

The Museum at Texas Tech University was involved in setting up camp for the summer excavations.
They were assisted by the city of Lubbock, which reactivated an old well at the site, provided
electric power, plumbing, restroom facilities, garbage service, telephone communications and
n\jmerous other necessary services. Help was also obtained from the Army Reserves, city and
county road maintainence, and carpenters from the Tech Museum. The Lubbock Lake Project is
under the supervision of Chuck and Eileen Johnson.

Although the Museum at Texas Tech does

not provide any funds for the excavations, they do supply much of the personnel and knowledge
needed in such an operation. They also have access to the research facilities and space at
the Tech Museum, plus the experience of setting up displays and exhibits to educate and inform
the public. Their assistance is invaluable and should be actively sovight and considered.

In 1966, with the introduction of the International Center for Arid and Semi-Arid Land
Studies (iCASALS) at Texas Technological College, now Texas Tech University, the role of the
Museum had been expanded to include the study of all arid and semi-arid lands. More specifically
the aims of the museum are to explore how man, both past and present, has adapted himself to an
unfavorable and at times hostile environment, how he was able to develop a super technology to
overcome this environment and how through this technology he was able to gain a surpliis in his

t>Johnson, pp. 3-5•

. I

I
economy and then direct his spare energy to the betterment of his society. The Museum at Texas
Tech, through its exhibits, will explain the natural world that man lived in, and how it evolved.
These exhibits will come from all parts of the world with the largest one being the story of
West Texas history, art, science, and technology to bring reality and personal association to
7
the largest number of visitors.

To avoid repetition of exhibits and hence competition between museums, there must be an
understanding between the city owned and state owned museums as to what type of displays will
be shown where. Since the Tech Museum already has excellent displays of the Llano Estacado
as well as other archaeological finds, the Lubbock Lake Site Museum will restrict its displays
and exhibits to the archaeological, paleontological, and geological finds on the site itself
and future finds in the Yellow House Canyon. Also, possible temporary exhibits from other
archaeological finds of similar interest could be shown.

\y
^International~Center for Arid and Semi-Arid Land Studies, Witteborg & Williams, Inc.,
New York City, U966), Pg- Dl-2.
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A.

Purpose of the Museum

-—

A museimi is a creature for which the museum building is the supporting structure and covering.

8

A good building fits its occupant but also has ways of being enleurged as the occupant grows.

A must for the success of any museum is for it to accept its responsibility to the public.
This being "service," and spelled out, it means that the museum is, above all else, an educational institution." This implies the main function of a museum to be collections, in addition
to the preservation and additions to its present collectL ons.

Interpretation is achieved thru

its exhibits, because it is through these that the ]argest number of people are affected.
Fundamentally three questions initiate a museum program, as architect Jose Barnardo, of
Museum Planning, Incorporation, points out:
1) What is going into the museum?
2) What kind of audience will visit the museum?
3) What is the museum trying to communicate in its exhibits?
Relating these questions to the Lubbock Lake Site Museum, the first—"What is going into
the musuem? "—is yet to be fully vmcovered. The excavations so far have yielded numerous
"Laurence V. Coleman, Museum Buildings, The Americein Association of Museums, Washington,
D.C., (1950), p. 11.
Richard Hirsch, "The Museum," Art and the Craftsman, The Best of the Yale Literary Magazine I836-I961, edited by Joseph Harned and Neil Goodwin, p. 257-'-'-'international Center for Arid and Semi-Arid Land Studies, Witteborg & Williams, Inc.,
New York (I966), p. D 1-2.
C. Ray Smith, "The Great Museum Debate," Progressive Architectiire, (Dec. I969) pp. 8O-81.

^
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projectile points and butchering tools, as well as the butchered skeletal remains of extinct
mammals. Several more years of research and diggings are required before there will be sufficient knowledge and artifacts collected to be used in temporary displays of specific finds
in the Lubbock area as well as possible displays of other southwest area discoveries. The only
permanent display to plan for woiild be a possible skeleton reconstruction which will be located
at the focal entry point.
The answer to the second question,"What kind of people will visit the museum?", must be to
offer each visitor an educational experience suited to his or her age. The musuem will be used
by all ages from grade school through adult, but each age group will be thoroughly covered later.
Thirdly, "What is the museum trying to communicate in its exhibits?", is essential knowledge
for the architect. Exhibits from the Lubbock Lake Site will focus on the changing ecology of
the area (climate and biota). Additionally, the exhibits will focus on the different kinds of
htiman beings that have lived in Lubbock—long before the arrival of the Spanish Conquistadores;
long before George Singer built his mercantile store at the last lake, which is now non-existant
because of the lowering of the water table. The interrelations of these local people with their
12
immediate neighbors and other North American Indian groups will also be covered.
International Center for Arid and Semi-Arid Land Studies, p. F-li.3«

A^

B.

The Director

-rp

The director is the chief administrative officer of the museum.

He is assisted by his staff,

which at the Lubbock Lake Site Museum will b e quite small and will partially consist of volunteers.

The director is responsible to the chairman at the City Parks and Recreation Department,

but •will have a free hand in the operation of the museum itself.

The museum director should be

a person of wide interest, sound understanding in the archaeological field and have real devotion to public service.l^

it should b e pointed out that the selection of a qualified director

is the most importan-b decision to be made as far as the continued growth of the museum is
concerned.

l-iLaurence V . Coleman, Manual for Small Museums, G.P. Putman's Sons, New York & London

(1927), p. 27.

C. The Staff

11='4-

The museum staff is the group of workers headed by the director. They will be both paid and
volunteer workers organized as shown in Table III. The paid workers include the director,
curator, educational instructor, and grounds keeper. Their duties are as follows:
Director: He will run the affairs of the museum as well as decide which exhibits
will be shown. His role would also be head curator, but much of this
work would be done by the assistant curator.
Assistant Curator: He •will plan and prepare exhibits along the lines approved by
the director, and will collaborate with the director in rendering
educational service and performing other museum functions. It is imperative that the curator know about construction of exhibitions and be a
good, all aroiind handy-man.
Educational Instructor; His duties would be to act as a guide for school field trips
to the museum as well as operating the audio-visual equipment in the
lecture hall.
Grounds Keeper; He would keep the landscaping in and around the museum watered, as
well as clean up around the museum.

If it were decided that a watchman

would be needed overnight, the grounds keeper would be provided with
living quarters and would watch over the entire site, both museian and
research portions.

TL^^
It is not uncommon for museiims to have a regular staff of volunteers who work at the museum,
without pay, in many capacities because they desire to share actively in the museum's responll+
sibility to their community.
As the Lubbock LaJce Si-fee Museum gro^ws and there is more to be
done, a volimteer worker could be used to assist the curator in preparing exhibitions. Another
volunteer could assist the educational instructor by guiding tours and answering questions.

This staff is all that would be required to manage the museum itself, but it does not include
the research personnel. Their facilities •will be located nearby, but separated from the public
to avoid disturbance. Their specific needs will be covered later-

Hirsch, p. 260.

D.

Financing

Funding for the Lubbock Lake Site Museum will be provided through public funds supplied by
the city and coionty of Lubbock; donations and membership duesj and grants from interested organizations .
All funds supplied by the city and county will be matched by the federal government.

H"^

E.

jr

Educational Work
As stated before, the most important function of a museum is its educational work. It is
this fimction that gives the museum much of its character, and serves as the key to public
support. Since city appropriations are to be used in its creation, the new museiim has an even
more apparent need to serve as a public institution. The soundest method of museiom teaching is
from its collections, not wholly from books or lectiires. In building exhibition spaces, this
means that they are also classrooms and should not be too compact.
Many age groups will be in attendance at the museiim, so a breakdo^wn of age groups is necessary to show their separate needs.
1) School children (sige 6-li<-) on class field trips. They •will have an appointment
with the museum prior to their arrival and will be in groups of no more than UO
persons. Bus parking will be pro^vlded. Upon entering the museum, they will be
allowed to look around the main display area before assembling in a classroom or
meeting room to view a film on the history of the Lake Site. They will then be
guided through the three exhibition wings and once more to the central display
area to discuss what they have seen before leaving.

2) Students on research. These include high school through college students who come
to the museum to gather information to be used in school projects. They would
supply their own transportation and would park in the public parking provided.
-L^Coleman, Museum Buildings, p. 22.

-y
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They would view the film and see the exhibits as usual, but would probably need to
use the reference library and talk to the director or educational instructor.
3) All persons who come for their o^wn enjoyment or enlightenment. They will also
park in the public lot and see the exhibits at their own pace.

The reference library •will be open to any interested person, but •will not loan out its books.
It will contain all published data on the Lubbock Lake Site, much of which •will come from the
research being conducted adjacent to the museum.
fields of archaeology, geology and paleontology.

There will also be reference materials in the

BuildiriQ

\^-

V

Considerations,

A.

General Considerations

H"!

In the early part of the 20th centviry, the American Library Association adopted a code of
rules to guide in library planning, but many of these considerations hold true for all public
building even today. Revamped, the code is as follows:
a)

Plans should provide for future growth and development.

b) The interior arrangement should be planned before the exterior is considered.
c) The arrangement should be such that the building can be administered economically,
and no convenience of arrangement should be sacrificed for architectural effect.
d)

Public rooms should be planned for supervision by the fewest possible attendants
and for free motion and proper routing of -visitors.

e) Exhibition rooms should be as near to the main entrance as is practicable.
f) Offices and working rooms should be accessible from the entrance without passage
through eschibition rooms.
g) The architectural treatment and decoration of exhibition rooms should be subordinated to the exhibits which they contain.

•±^

Coleman, jManual f o r Small Museums, p p . 301-302.

—^

B. Rooms and Their Arrangement
The number, character and arrangement of rooms in a museum building, are dependent largely
upon the size of the museum staff. But whatever plan is adopted, the major space division is
17
between public and staff use.
Public rooms are of two categories, with respect to their administration.
Group l) Rooms which require continuous supervision: These include the lobby, main
display floor and exhibition rooms, of which there will be three

An arch-

aeological, a Paleontological, and a Geological wing, all of which will be
closely linked to the staff rooms.
Group 2) Rooms which sure supervised as a matter of course whenever they are used:
These include the reference and projection rooms as well as the live storage
rooms which are set off from direct public access.
Staff rooms also fall into two categories on the basis of the kind of work involved.
Group 3) Rooms for professional work: These are such spaces as the Director's office,
curator's rooms, live storage space and research facilities. The research
facilities will be separated from the rest of the building that is frequently
visited by the public for seciirity and convenience reasons.
Group k) Rooms for non-professional work: These include the shop area, receiving room,
storage facilities, and mechanical room. All should be inaccessible to the
public.
-i-7Ibid., pp. 303-305.

^Wi:-

C. Architectural Treatment

II»3

The question of architectural treatment is an after consideration which should not be allowed
to warp the plan. However, in its place, it is of great importance. The type of architectural
treatment used should be suited to the native environment. At the Lubbock Lake Site, there is
already an abundance of rock for building purposes and as the excavations continue, more and
more is uncovered and washed. By making use of these native materials, the architectural treatment is given a unifying element as well as saving in the construction cost.^^

-±6-
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Ibid., p. 310.

D.

Lighting

HI ol-

Museum lighting, in its different applications, is much the same as lighting in buildings of
other kinds—except for the lighting of exhibition space. There are many different solutions
to the museinn lighting problem, but as yet, it is too early to choose any specific systems, so
a general re-vlew of possibilities will be shown.
Mixed light - that is, light coming partly from the sun and partly from lamps - is what we
are accustomed to during daylight hours. This natural ingredient does its share of the lighting,
and in addition it sets some of our primitive feelings at rest; the artificial ingredient makes
up for the fact that natural light is not able to do a fully satisfactory job indoors. Actually,
most of our daytime acti-vlty is carried on not by artificial light alone, but by daylight and
19
artificial light together. ^
The problem of exhibition lighting is twofold - lighting of rooms and lighting of objects
on display. The purpose of room lighting is to make people feel at ease and to provide conditions under which object lighting can be carried out successfully. The purpose of object lighting

is to have objects seen clearly and in their full character-

The matter of seeing things

clearly and in character commits artificial light to the major part in object lighting, if only
for the reason that there exists no other way of adjusting intensities in all parts of a room
to requirements of the eye, and of giving highlights and shadows to bring out texture and threedimensional form. As a rule, each kind of lighting helps somewhat toward the purposes of the
^Coleman, Museum Buildings, p. 73-

'K^

20
other kind, but this does not affect the essential difference between them.
Further, there is no solution throiogh providing merely an abundeuice of light. It is relative
brightness of room and object that counts; each exhibition space must be dealt -with as a whole
in order to achieve results that neither general nor local lighting can get alone. This brings
us to matters of relative brightness; and looking into that side of things, we shall come again
to the conclusion that strtificial light must play the leading part, though it need not play all
21
parts, in lighting rooms and exhibits by day.
Illumination and brightness, produced by light falling upon surfaces and light reflected
from them, must both be considered in museums. Intensities of illimiination and brightness are
stated in units called footcandles and footlamberts, respectively.
Contrasts in brightness are as important to seeing as is the level of brightness involved.
Too much contrast is bad because the brighter surface, by forcing the pupil of the eye to contract, makes the less bright surface hard to see. This applies to objects and their backgrounds,
and also to different objects or sireas close together, to say nothing of high contrasts between
sources of illumination and the brightness of things they light. The best brightness contrast
is in the neighborhood of 2 to 1—the object twice as bright as its background.

Contrasts up

to 5 to 1 are good, and up to 10 to 1 allowable; but greater contrasts make seeing difficult.
^"-"Ibid. pp. 79-80.
21lbid.

m-*^
An almost constant fault in museum lighting of the past has been reversal of the right relationship between room and object brightness, due to the absense of separate object lighting.
The desirable condition of bright exhibits in less bright surroundings is not likely to be
achieved unless room lighting and object lighting are separate and each is under full control.
Proper control of room lighting also disposes of problems that may otherwise arise from intensity differences between adjoining rooms.
In addition, the use of natural light as part of the overall fliix may permit operating the
artificial flux at a lower intensity (and therefore a lower rate of power consumption) than
22
when the room is lighted by lamps alone.

A major concern in determining the position of the light source for specific exhibitions is
both the negative purpose of preventing glare and reflections of glare, and the positive purpose of placing light where it is required.

Paintings and other flat objects hung against the wall require object light coming diagonally
from above. The best angle in any case is between 15 and k-3 degrees from the vertical. Small
pictures that have to be examined closely, may be sheidowed by the visitor unless the vertical
angle of light is acute, approaching 15 degrees. Large pictures with deeper frames may call
for an angle nearer to 30 degrees. Objects of large area that have to be hung high, require
^^Ibid., pp. 81-83.

TTT,
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the angle to be even greater, up to perhaps h^ degrees. Room lighting, in all such cases,
should provide a general flux of diffused light introduced in ways that do not make glares or
reflections; and part of this flux should be of daylight whenever this is possible.
Case objects form another main category from the standpoint of lighting. Recessed cases,
which will be built in place, can be lighted from top and sides, and from below, also if
designed for this purpose, with lamps placed outside the case proper and behind a screen that
forms the front of the housing.

In this way there is very little heating of the case interior,

and the curator has freedom for adjustment of lighting to the requirements of the particular
display.
There are three aims in lighting for case displays—to give the objects greater brightness
than their surroundings, to keep the source of the object light out of the visitor's sight, and
to avoid or override reflections of room lighting sources in the glass of cases.
Sculptures, large skeletons or bulky objects are yet another consideration in museum lighting.
Here again a diagonal directed light from above and a general flux of indirect light are required; but the difference is that the direction of the controlled light cannot be specified
in general but must be determined exactly for each object by trial. This calls for adjustable
spots overhead to give the dominant object light, and experience shows that two spots may be

,^;,

required—one to give dominant and one subdominant rays, both in the presence of the diffused

BS

flux of room light. The principal drawback to using only nat\iral daylight to light the exhibits

i|j

is that one light pattern has to do for everything. There can be no adjusting of the direction

f#

ULoS
and intensity of beams, as •with artificial lighting. The best way would be that of lighting
electrically from a system of overhead spotlights, and having indirect room lighting as well as
high windows. The windows can be c\irtained to keep the intensity of their light within bounds,
23
and there should be diffvising glass if sunbeams are a problem.

Windows are the traditional means of letting air and light into buildings; but for museums,
they are of limited usefulness since natural ventilation is restricted by air conditioning, and
natural lighting is made into a special problem by artificial lighting. The purposes for which
windows are still good are those of giving reassiirance by letting people look out, and of
making favorable conditions for artificial lighting by providing an admixture of natiiral light
during daylight hotirs.
Experience and knowhow gained from lighting other museums will supply a good basis from
which to start designing and considering the needs for a new museum.

Some already tried and

accepted lighting schemes are shown below:
High placed •windows, with their sills well above eye level and usually eight or more
feet from the floor, are quite satisfactory for vertical displays if glass fronts of
exhibition cases do not rise much above the five-foot level.
^^Ibid., pp. 83-86.

TTTo Q

Ribbon windows are most useful in rooms with comparatively low ceilings. A continuous
band of glass along one wall of a room above the exhibition zone (say from the 8 or
10 ft. level to the ceiling at 12 feet or more from the floor) will admit as much
light as windows of twice that height spaced in the usual way with about equal total
areas of glass and intervening wall.

This arrangement also gives more uniform room

lighting since it removes the possibility of contrast between bright openings and
dark areas of wall.

Corner lighting—most iiseful for a room of moderate size—requires only one window,
located at or near one end of a long wall.

The opening admits a token of light

transversely in a way that sets up no serious glare or reflection. The window can
be of any appropriate design and it may extend from floor to ceiling. With the aid
of adjustable drapes or Venetian blinds the natural light can be kept under control.
Objects on display are lighted artificially according to their nature, and the room
is lighted in part artificially by day and of course entirely so by night.

End lighting, another special arrangement of windows in which daylight is allowed
to

enter at one end of the room--through a short wall, rather than through a long

wall.

The opening may occupy the entire end of a relatively long and narrow space,

and the glass may then extend from floor to ceiling and from one side wall to the
other. This requires the use of drapes or Venetian blinds to regulate the natural

IE" 10
light supply. The arrangement gives a very large proportion of wall area for display,
since the only points at which there can be reflections are close to the windows on the
side walls, and on the small wall at the opposite end.

Diffusion of natural light is accomplished by the use of diffusing glass that is able to
break up glare, and also by diffused reflections especially from the ceiling and walls of the
room.
Screening, with drapes, shades, Venetian blinds, diaphragms and other devices, is important
as a way of controlling light—from hour to hotir as outside conditions change, or from time to
time as exhibit requirements change.
Venetian blinds are the best device for adjusting window light. These blinds can regulate
the light fl^ux through every square foot of window. They reduce the light that passes, and
at the same time throws part of the light to the ceiling and reflect part of it diffusely in
other directions. The blinds should be received into recesses all around the window.
Drapes are often employed as alternatives to blinds and sometimes along with them. They
have their chief usefulness, aside from decorative effect, in cutting off a window at times
21*
when its light becomes troublesome or there is darkness outside.
'^^Thldi.,

pp. 86-91.

UMl
As far as shades go, opaque are better than translucent ones because they do not change the
quality of light and they may be used to shut out all light from one side or the other. If
shades are double surfaced—light inside and dark outside—their reflecting inner surfaces
help to light the room.25
The cost of lighting is a considerable matter for musuems, and it should be looked into
realistically.

The electric power bill gives the most easilty discoverable item of lighting

expense.
The cost of lighting of any kind depends in part upon the particular means employed. Where
there are broad expanses of glass there are likely to be considerable heating and ventilating
costs in addition to the more direct costs of lighting.

On the other hand, using fixtures that

can be services easily will circumvent a good part of the costly difficulty of a reduction in
footcandles due to the aging of lamps and accianulation of dust.
With natural and artificial means used in combination, both the lighting and heating costs
can be kept in moderation. But where natural light has more than it can do, or where artificial
26
light has more than it ought to do, needless costs are incurred.
Direct artifical lighting, as employed in exhibitions, is mostly for the lighting of objects,
leaving rooms to be lighted indirectly as a rule.
'=^^Coleman, Manual for Small Museums, p. 309•
2"Coleman, Museum Buildings, p. 99-

iir» iz.
Spotlights of several kinds can be used, the best kno^wn being the incandescent projector
lamp, •with self-contained reflector and adjustable socket.

Lamps of this type can be set

singly, perhaps in ceiling depressions, or several may be placed in a multilamp luminaire or
open trough.
Louvered lights are made in a variety of forms, employing incandescent or fluorescent lamps
singly or in multiple. They throw their rays downward, and the area illuminated may be of a
few square feet or as large as the lower surfaces of the room.
Louvered ceilings are suspended ceilings made of crossed strips of metal or plastic that
come in rectangular units. Fitted together^ these units give an entire overhead grid through
which light from lamps above them can pass.
Troffer lights are panel luminaires that are set flush in the ceiling. They may contain
separate lamps for general lighting and for spotting.

Set in an appropriate patter these units

can light a large area evenly—from two directions at each point if desired, to eliminate
shadows and dark corners. They are not subject to overheating and consequent cracking of
lenses if the lenses are of the right type and the troffers are of a size specified by fire
under'writers.
The growing use of flush fixtiires encourages the adoption of suspended, or hung ceilings.
The hung ceiling gives overhead space for ducts and other equipment as well as for wiring and

in-is
inset lighting fixtures, and it may allow for the ceiling height to be changed if sn desired
when a room is being remodeled. '

Indirect artificial lighting is, in principle, general lighting for rooms, not primarily for
objects. And since the purpose of room lighting is to provide favorable conditions under which
to carry out object lighting, an ever-present concern is the matter of brightness contrast.
Liominaires that provide a general flux should not be too bright or too dull for separately lighted
exhibits, nor should they lack sufficient brightness to take care of all parts of the room.
Suspended fixtures of both indirect and semi-indirect types, employing incandescent lamps,
may be used. For good utilization of the light generated, it is essential that ceilings have
white or light-colored, diffusing finish. For uniformity of ceiling brightness, the suspension
distance of fixtiures should be at least one-sixth, preferably one-foin-th, of the distance between fixtures. And since the suspension distance obviously has to be less under a low ceiling
than under a high ceiling, the spacing of fixtures is closer in low rooms, and the wattage of
lamps should be correspondingly less for a given level of illumination.

28

Lighting coves, with ledges concealing light sources, are very effective means of indirect
room lighting. The single ledge at the cornice has long been familiar, and this type is serviceable not only in rooms of moderate size, but also in very large halls. The light recess
"^"ibid, pp. lOO-lOif.
^^Ibid, p. 105.

— ^ — ^ —

should be dropped from the ceiling at least one-sixth the room width to give fairly uniform
ceiling brightness.
Lighting panels, or shallow open coffers with troughts concealed in their rims, offer many
possibilities in form and use. Ceiling panels of this kind may be rectangular, circular, rib29
bon-like, or free form. They may be large or small, and may be placed singly or in groups.

y9lbid, pp. 107-108.
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should be dropped from the ceiling at least one-sixth the room width to give fairly uniform
ceiling brightness.
Lighting panels, or shallow open coffers with troughts concealed in their rims, offer many
possibilities in form and use. Ceiling panels of this kind may be rectangular, circular, rib29
bon-like, or free form. They may be large or small, and may be placed singly or in groups.

^9lbid, pp. 107-108.
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Focilities

A.

Separation of Museum and Research Portions

TV"" 1

An archaeological survey, such as the one underway at the Lubbock Lake Site, is an attempt
to discover the location of deposits left by prehistoric man. Its purpose is to bring about
careful study of any discovery that cannot be preserved, and to protect the rest from destruction
?8
at the hands of vandals or persons unqualified to distttcb them.

Because of the rapid disap-

pearance of remains due to the extensive operation of souvenir hunters and amateur collectors,
the site cannot be coinpletely opened to the visiting public.
In the design of a museum structure, special attention should be given to requirements of
the future. The Lubbock Lake Site Museum •will consist of two segments: l) the Research portion
which will continue to dig and study the excavations, and 2) the Musetmi proper which will display the finds to the public. Therefore, the location and circulation between the two, at the
start of construction, is essential so that future use can be worked out satisfactorily.

-28Coleman, Manual for Small Museums, p. 292.

B.

Needs and Use of Research Portion

TTTo "9

A museiom which is successful in discovering and protecting the remains within its region is
prepared for research extending over many years. The present archaeological diggings are confined to the Lubbock Lake Site; however, the entire Yellow House Canyon is considered to be a
storehouse 6f ancient materials. Because of the large amotmt of material within the Lubbock
Lake Site and a lack of firnds, the diggings •will be confined to this area for many years. Upon
completion of a permanent research workshop and offices, the research will take up the role of
headquarters for field operations along the entire Yellow House Canyon.
The museum exhibitions and the arragnement of the outside displays •will be under the control
of the museum director, however, control of the archaeological diggings and the research into
what is found would fall upon the field supervisor. This person, preferably a paid archaeologist,
would decide which of the exact diggings would be most educational and then he and the director
would work out the best display for it. Some of these would be temporary displays consisting
of large shelters over excavations in progress. Other, more significant, finds would be encased
in a permanent structure to prevent erosion. These would be connected to the museum by paths.
At present, the research facilities are situated in the center of the site (see aerial view.
Map 3)•

Additions will include tents for eating and sleeping for approximately 50 workers and

a permanent laboratory workshop. The workshop will consist of processing and preparation labs,
office spaces, a catalog or temporary storage room, and clean-up and restroom facilities.
Materials coming from the field will arrive at the processing lab to be cleaned and cataloged. This lab will need several large, deep sinks and a rack to wash the material. There

li

E-3
will also be floor drains to facilitate clean up operations. Once the materials have been
cleaned, they will go to the preparation lab where they will be studied and stored. This lab
will need deep sinks, tables, a fume hood, and storage cabinets. After it has been stored and
labeled, the material will be placed in the catalog room for temporary storage before it is
transferred to the museum. The office space will include 2 or 3 offices, and a small drafting
room. The research personnel will also have access to the museum facilities.

V •• Museum

Facilities

Location and Outside Exhibits

IZ^I

In order to preserve the natural beauty of the site sind more important, to prevent the destruction of possible future discoveries, the museum site will be thoroughly planned out and
coordinated with the archaeological diggipgs in progress. The museum proper, unlike the research
facilities, must be confined to a definite area. There are two satisfactory locations, as sho^wn
on the aerial view—Map 3, that facilitate control of the public in order to avoid destruction
of valuable artifacts. Since the diggings will continue for many years, even after the completion of the museum, it would be possible for the archaeologists to excavate a small area
(say several hundred square feet) in one summer and create a public display right there. These
would usually be temporary, \intil the following summer when more would be excavated, but a few
specific finds might be made permanent. One of these permanent exhibits could be a section cut
of the river bank showing the different ages with a shelter built around it to prevent erosion.
Only a small portion, about three or four acres, of the site would be open to public display in
any season so the rest of the site could continue to be explored without danger of accidental
destruction by museiwn visitors. Access to the outside exhibits will be along stepping stone
walks or gravel ppths. Near the museum building, quartz gravel will be used on the paths to
keep down the tracking of mud into the birLlding. The museiom itself will have a central display
area containing exhibits designed for the general public, with radiating departmental areas,
and study rooms connected to curatorial storage spaces for special study.

B.

Parking and Entrances

3Z"oZ

Parking at the site will be divided between museum and research facilities. The museum
parking will have space for approximately 100 visiting cars, k reserved spaces for the staff,
and a closed off portion for service deliveries. The entrance drive will go to the museum's
main entrance, not to the foot of a stepped path that may stop handicapped people and expose
everyone to the inclemencies of the^weather-

There will also be parking for 2 large school

buses as well as bicycle racks.
In designing the entrances, the safest arrangement is to have only one entrance for the
29
public and one for the services. However, each exhibition wing will have an outside exit with
a path leading away from the building.

These paths will lead to a main walk that circles the

museum and leads to the outside exhibits. Although each wing will have an exit, only one will
be in use at any one time, depending on what portion of the site is used for the ouside exhibits,

'^^^Coleman, Museum Buildings, p. 110.
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Lobby

3Z"-5
The design of the lobby is an important element in the operation of the museum.

Its major

function is in controlling the circulation of people through the museum so that congestion and
lost visitors are avoided.
Leading into the lobby from the outside will be a vestibule or weather trap. It should be
designed so that the visitor first experience with the museum is a pleasant one. The front
doors should open outward and be hung lightly enough so that women and children can open them
30
against wind pressure. They should also be equipped with automatic closing devices.
The lobby should provide space for incoming school tours with enough seats for approximately
25 persons. The function of receiving visitors cannot be discharged by providing seating within
the rest of the building because it is in the lobby that school tours will gather before leaving.
This area should therefore be spacious, attractive, well lighted, and well ventilated.31 The
lobby should exercise control over the offices, projection room, exhibition spaces, reading
room and curatorial spaces. Public telephones, rest rooms, and a floor plan of the building
will also be located in the lobby. Any passage into the lobby or anywhere in the museum that
has steps, will also have a ramp for handicapped persons.
Lighting of the lobby should follow the principles of exhibition lighting, these being
indirect cool light for general ill\imination and direct warmer light for displays and for the
32
information and sales desk.
30Ibid, p. 121
31lbid, p. 122
32rbid, p. 126
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Administrative Space

I
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The main entrance, not the service entrance and surely not a special business entrance, should
be the approach to administrative space. At the Lubbock Lake Site Museum, the director and
educational instructor will perform all administrative tasks and each will have a separate office.
The educational instructor's office will be adjacent to the lobby and act as the information ard
sales desk.

If postcards are sold here, a spot for a •writing table will be needed. The sales

counter itself requires a display top for books and prints, and there should be wall space nearby for further displays. This office will also have visual observation into the main display
room as well as controlling access into the reading room and the direc-tor's office. This is
partly for convenience and efficiency and partly to prevent thefts. The route to the offices
from the entrance should be short and direct.

The director will perform all the business transactions of the museum and therefore needs
room for smsill meetings. His office will include storage and book shelf space as well as a
separate file room which will be shared with the educational instructor. The director also
needs access to the rest of the building without having to pass through the lobby, but no
direct outside entrance is needed.

:-.a\

E.
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Exhibition Space
Exhibits and reserves are the two main groupings of museum materials which require housing.
No matter how little material is available at the time of construction, neither category should
be overlooked since future requirements will certainly increase.

Reserve collections include all temporary exhibits on display as well as everything in storage.
Thus the museum will require space for both compact live storage, which will be covered under
cuatorial needs, as well as extended live displays. In principle, exhibits are selective and
should be adapted to a given space, while reserves are comprehensive and may require added
space from time to time. As the quantity of reserve material increases, its use should develop
for reference and study, and in time for research into the cultures that once visited the
Lubbock Lake Site.
The finds at the diggings fall into three categories: Archaeology, Geology, and Paleontology,
with each having its o-wn exhibition wing set off from the main display floor-

A brief descrip-

tion of what the site has yielded so far will help explain its significants.
Archaeologists have uncovered a possible archaic living surface at the northeast end of the
site. Along with cultural and faunal material, numerous post-molds were uncovered. A definite
pattern is not discernable yet, but these post-molds are some of the earliest evidence for
structures on the Llano Estacado

33

-'--Notes on the Archaeological, Paleontological and Geological Research at the Lubbock
Lake Site for Summer 1973, PP. 1-3.
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The faunal history of the site also dates back to the Pleistocene era. Butchered skeletal
elements of Bison antiquus were uncovered at a post Folsom level. Bison remains are most numerous, however, the remains of a late Pleistocene horse and many other animals have been found 3k

The exhibition is the characteristic and pivotal function of a museum. It is through these
that the public judges the institution, so by offering a constant flow of exhibits on a rotation
basis, the museum is able to stimulate and renew public interest.'^'' Since the materials available for displays will be growing as the diggings progress, almost all the exhibitions will be
temporary.

Only a few of the more significant discoveries, such as a display or reconstruction

of the archaic li^ving structure found at the site, will be made permanent.
With temporary exhibits making up the bulk of the displays, the needs for each space will be
constantly changing. This calls for the use of movable partitions to handle the division of
spaces within the three exhibition wings.-^

The operation of these partitions will be depen-

dent upon the type of ceiling and its height, but this will be worked out in the design phase.
Circulation, or the movement of visitors through exhibition space, takes its pattern from the
layout of the building; but how the visitor responds to the space arrangement is affected by
the exhibits, plus a complex of human habits called visitor behavior. Routing, or pre-controlled

s^fbid:
•^international Center for Arid and Semi-Arid Land Studies, p. E-1.

36,Coleman, Museum

Buildings, p. 132.
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circulation, promotes full and orderly coverage of exhibits by those visitors who yifeld themselves
to the arrangements made for their guidance. However, under no circumstances should the routing
interfere with the free circulation of visitors who desire to move at will. Forced passage
through a few rooms at a time is not objectionable, but a single unalterable route through many
rooms is often exasperating.
The principal difficulty with any routing scheme is that it has to make a compromise between
arranging for a majority of easual sightseers and for a minority of more serious visitors. With
the main crowd, the objective is to promote exposure to the principal exhibits, but with the
37
lesser number, the objective is to assist in selection and concentration on specific exhibits.-^'
Visitor behavior is best examined in terms of what a person will do in a single room--that
is, where he will go in the room and what he will look at. Methodical studies of visitor
behavior by Robinson, Melton, and others have shown, "...that wall and floor space at the left as
one enters a room, is of relatively small display value, and that 'exit attraction' is one of
the powerful pulls in museums."2° The obvious solution is to give the visitor exhibits primarily at his right, and to install exhibits from right to left or counter-clockwise.
Routing within a room is ordinarily planned as a loop or meandering loop, but all to often
carried out by the public as a direct transit. A room with one opening for both entrance and
-3^Coleman, Museum Buildings, p.

ikk.
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Melton, Problems of Installation in Museums of Art, American Association of
Museums, (l935), p. 24.
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exit imposes a circuit, which unfortunately the visitor sometimes performs only mentally, while
stemding at the doorway. A room with two doorways has exit attraction to pull the visitors in,
but its effectiveness depends upon where the exit is placed in relation to the en-trance. An
exit at the far end of the room gives the wall to the right a good chance of getting attention.
An exit near at hand in the same wall may make the room almost ineffective. But an exit in the
left wall, granted attractive exhibits, gives the room a good chance of being usually threequarters observed. In general, one can say that, at best a room should have two openings; that
openings should ordinarily not be on axes; and that the exit should not be where it can siphon
off the flow of visitors before they have passed around as much of the perimeter of the room
as the planner hopes to have the general public traverse. This is illustrated in the diagrams
below .•^-^

L
^^Coleman. Museum Buildings, p. ll4-8.
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Doorways of exhibition rooms should be simple openings without any ornamental trim and to
help with circulation, they should be located near corners of rooms. Doorways designed primarily for the use of visitors need a minimum height of 8 feet, however, this could be extended all
the way to the ceiling. The width of doorways may be 5 feet, more or less, depending upon how
many openings there are to take care of the traffic and upon whether people are likely to pass
through in one or both directions.

There are such different requirements in each part of the museum that a variety of flooring
is needed. The flooring of exhibition rooms should be of good general appearance and of suitable
color and tone; they should be of as much softness and resilience under foot as their required
resistance to denting and wear will allow; and they should be economical to install and maintain.
Exhibition flooring should extend through doorways without any threshold or other unevenness in
the wearing surface. If there is any small change of level, a short ramp rather than steps
I

should be used. As far as color and tone go, glossy surfaces set up reflec-td.ons. Too dark
strrfaces, by absorbing light, may cause contrasts in brightness that interfere with seeing; and
too light surfaces may also produce excessive brightness contrast. As a rule, floors should be
kl
a little darker than walls.
Exhibition cases should not be built-in or attached permanently to the floor because time

Wbid.,p. 153.
'^•'ibid., p . 15^^.
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invariably brings occasion to modify it. The arrangement of cases eind screens is governed by
three considerations: light, reflections, and general appearance. The first two present inter-

k2

related problems which may be difficult to solve except by trial.
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^^Coleman, Manual for Small Museums, p. 215,

F.

Educational Facilities
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The museum's educational division w i l l perform a n important museum function for b o t h public
service and f o r t h e work of the research and museum personnel. T h e m a i n educational institution
for t h e majority of the museum visitors w i l l b e the displays i n the exhibition w i n g s .

Ill
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However,

^

for more interested visitors, students on research, t h e research personnel involved i n the d i g -

\r

gings, or the museum staff, there will b e additional sources of information.

10III

These include t h e

JU

reference room, projection room, and live storage.

iQ

T h e reference or reading room -will contain all published materials on the Lubbock Lake Site
and any person m a y b e given access to this m a t e r i a l .
the reading room as no books w i l l b e loaned o u t .

H o w e v e r , all research must b e done w i t h i n

The two principal forces that determine the

reading room's location are the demands of public convenience and staff convenience. This calls
for a location within the office grouping, and under the control of the educational instructor's

Q.

r
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a.

office.

<
The projection and meeting room w i l l b e used t o show a l l audio-visual presentations in r e l a tion to the t o u r s , as well as for special m e e t i n g s .
committee m e e t i n g s , and symposiums.

These meetings include class discussions,

The audio-visual equipment w i l l b e housed in an enclosed

projection booth with film and slide storage nearby.
The other educational facility within the museum, live storage, falls under the care of the
curator and will b e discussed under his n e e d s ,
^-boleman. Museum Buildings, p . l 6 l .
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Curatorial Needs
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It would not be practical for a museum to display all its material at one time, but to store

(0

1^

the excess would be a mistake. Instead, objects should be classified and put away compactly in
trays and on shelves where they are safe from damage. The arrangement of them should be such
that any can be produced on short notice for inspection and perhaps for exhibition or other use.
These collections are available for reference work and research, and they constitute live storage. kk

1o
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Curatorial storage spaces will adjoin each of the three exhibition •wings and the live storage
procedure will be practiced in each.

T h e museum w i l l have one large w o r k r o o m located near t h e service e n t r a n c e .

This workshop

w i l l b e used i n t h e p r e p a r a t i o n of exhibits a n d is b e s t situated o n o n e flank of t h e r e c e i v i n g
room.

T h e k i n d s of shop w o r k f o r w h i c h p r o v i s i o n s a r e n e e d e d a r e c a r p e n t r y , including b o t h m i l l

and cabinet w o r k ; painting and finishing; a n d space f o r g e n e r a l m a i n t e n a n c e . ^
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The photographing o f exhibits a n d f i n d s f r o m t h e a r c h a e o l o g i c a l d i g g i n g s c a n b e a n eisset t o
t h e museum's r e c o r d s .

T h e s e photographs w i l l b e m a d e into slides f o r u s e as v i s u a l aids i n

lectures a n d p r e s e n t a t i o n s .

T h e p h o t o g r a p h y l a b w i l l include a space f o r film p r o c e s s i n g a n d

a dark room.
The service entrance leads directly to the receiving room which is the distribution point for

Mr"Coleman, Manual

for Small Museums, p. 127.

^Coleman, Museum Buildings, p. I96.
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the entire building. It is here that incoming shipments come for unpacking and outgoing shipments come to be packed and sent away. The recei^ving room will be separated from the loading
platform by a sliding or rolling door that can be securely locked and equipped with an alarm
system. There will also be a doorway for the use of ser^vlce employees, delivery men, and other
persons entering on foot.

There are legitimate storage requirements of several kinds, apart from the curatorial storage
needs. The receiving room •will have a nearby storage room for boxes and crates that are saved

!lo
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for the retiirn of their contents. There is need for storage space of exhibition cases and
screens while they are not in use, as well as janitorial and office supplies.

a
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Site Considerations gmd Description
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As previously mentioned, the Lubbock Lake Site Museum will b e located within the enclosed
archaeological diggings in the city's new 500 acre Comanche Canyon Park.

The park is located

in the northwest sector of the city, partially inside and partially outside the present corporate
limits.

Its location, along with all other parks i n Lubbock, can be seen on Map 2.

This map

also shows the traffic flow originating from outside the city limits and from within the city
limits t o the park site. A s indicated on Maps 2 and 3> the major approach routes are:
l)

Traveling from the east via Loop 289 and University Avenue, visitors will take the
University Avenue exit onto the frontage road and continue west t o the main park

2)

JU
JU
(9
(Q

entrance.
Visitors traveling west along Loop 289 can exit at U.S. Highway 8 4 . From Highway

Q.
2_

84 (also Clovis Road) turn left across the railroad tracks at Indiana to the North-

N

South frontage road and move directly to the park site.

O.

3) Visitors traveling along Clovis Road also turn north across the railroad tracks at

3

47
Indiana and proceed to the site.
This location is ideal to the tourist patronage, especially since people from out-of-town
48
make up a large part of every museum's attendance.
At present the only road to the archaeological site is a caliche paved road from the park
^fSchrickel, Rollins and Associates, p. 12.
^^Coleman, Museum Buildings, p. 46.
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entrance to the fence encircling the diggings (see Map 3 for Aerial View). This will be rerouted and paved once the museimi is nearing completion.
The museum's location within the park property gives it many advantages. It is conveniently
located to major traffic flows, but is secluded enough to offer exactly the atmosphere of relaxation that a museum needs. ^

'
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Its open surroundings are void of city noises and pollution making

JU
>n

t h e enclosed p o r t i o n m u c h like a d e s e r t o a s i s .
M u s e u m a t t e n d a n c e is g r e a t e s t o n S u n d a y s and h o l i d a y s a n d is m a d e u p largely of p e o p l e w h o
are coming t o spend an a f t e r n o o n .

\^

T h e m u s e u m ' s l o c a t i o n m a k e s it i d e a l for t h e s e v i s i t o r s .

Q.
T h e a r c h a e o l o g i c a l site w i t h i n t h e p a r k h a s n o easements or p i p e l i n e s t h r o u g h i t , b u t t h e r e

are several in the general area. These are shown on the Aerial View, Map 3- There is a City

.-»—_

of Lubbock water supply easement which comes from Muleshoe in Bailey County just north of the

^X

site and a 24 inch water line to the west. Also shown is the Water Reclamation Plant which is

; "^

the treatment plant for the northwestern portion of Lubbock. The city has also provided the
site •with overhead power lines and a well.
The present flow line of the Yellow House Canyon is prevented from entering the site by a

1Q0.
<

dike system encircling the archaeological diggings. There is a caliche road and cyclone fence
at the peak of this dike, which can be seen on Map 3 encircling the site.50
^9Coleman, Manual for Small Museums, p. 300.
50schrickel, Rollins and Associates, p. 13-
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The existing vegetation in the area is generally scattered mesquite trees and brush with some
elm, hackberry, and cedar trees located along the river banks.^

These will be left entirely

^

in their natural state with the grass and trees neither cut nor pruned. However, in and around
the museum, many native West Texas plants will be planted. The grounds keeper will take care
of the museum plants as well as water the paths to the outside exhibits so that they will

JU

flourish throughout the summer.
The top soil is rich clay and sand alluvial fill having been fertilized for hundreds of
thousands of years by verdant gro^wth of native grasses. To the southeast and southwest of the
CL

52
diggings can be found exposed caliche caprock.
The City of Lubbock is located on the high level surface of the Texas South Plains at an
elevation of 3,243 ft. The area is geologically classified as semi-arid. Here the dry warmth

a.

of the desert area to the west meets the hiamid, moist climates from the east and southeast.

<

Normal annual precipitation is I8.O8 inches with the maximum precipitation occuring in May,

1Q.0

June and July. Winter is highlighted by occasional snow that is usually light and remains on
the ground only a short while. This area is famous for its winds. The highest winds occur

<

5

during thunderstorms, but are of short dioration. Most often, Lubbock's winds consist of cooling
breezes blo^wing predominately from the southwest. It is these cool winds that make Lubbock's
>-i-Ibid.
52ibid.
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nights pleasant even though the temperature may soar during the day.
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Temperatures have ranged from the record high of 107 in the mid 50's to a record low of

_j

-l6° in 1963. The coldest months are December.and January; the summer months of June, July

1^

and August record the highest temperatures.
Sunshine is the prevailing climatological situation in Lubbock. Lubbock has an average of
about 168 clear days annually; clear-to-partly-cloudy days number about I06 and there are
usually about 9I cloudy days.53
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^-"National Weather Service, Lubbock Regional Airport.
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B. Distribution and Space Requirements
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Space distribution between the principal museiim functions is an important consideration. The
museum will be divided equally between exhibition space, administrative services, and curatorial

13

•54 This would give the museum more live storage space than it would need right away, but
work.^
will allow for the rapid accumulation of new material. This is the portion of the museum that

I0

will be enlarged when the need arises.

JU

The amount of space required for each individual room still requires additional study, so
it should be noted that the figures sho^wn are not final, but rather minimal approximations to
be used at the start of the Design Phase.
Exhibition Space

Archaeological Wing
Geological Wing
Paleontological Wing

IJ5 = s q .

a

ft.

up t o 2,000*each
5-6,000 •1'

Administrative Space

Curatorial Work

Lobby & Entrance
Projection or meeting room
Information & Sales Desk
Reference Room
Educational Instructor's Office
Director's Office & Meeting Room
Files Room & Other Storage
Restrooms

1,500*
1,250*
150*
750^
250 >!•
600*
200*
300 <*
5,000 ir

Live Storage of Materials
Curator's Office

3,000 if
300 i

a.

10
Q.
<

5

5^Coleman. Museum Buildings, p. 37.

1

<

Shop Area & Material Storage
Receiving Room & Storage
Photography & Darkroom
Restrooms

600 ^
750 *
250 "t
200 "fr
5,100 4^

VH
lU
-

1^
1o'

Although no room is allotted to mechanical equipment in the three divisions, there will b e a
300-500 sq. ft. mechanical room near the receiving room's service entrance.

JU
The Research Headquarters separate facilities will include:
Living Quarters
^
Kitchen
v
Dining Hall
J
Processing Lab
Preparation Lab
Temporary Storage Room
2 or 3 Offices
Restroom & Shower Facilities
Mechanical Room

all in fixed tent structures

"r-<
Q_
^

r

Total=
10-15,000 [|i

a.

1Q-0
<

! • '

I l "
C.

Mechanical Systems

-r-rr "-r

-*

^^*

^ 11:5

Air conditioning is the year-round control of the teraperatiore and moisture content of cleaned
air that is moved through a building. There are two ultimate objectives of air conditioning.a
55
museum: comfort to visitors and employees, and preservation of the collections.
Because the site is already equipped with electric power and not natural gas, all mechanical

Ul
©
^

P

systems will be electric. Heating and cooling of museum spaces will be achieved throiagh the

"io
JU

u s e of d u c t s supported i n t h e r o o f f r a m e a b o v e a suspended c e i l i n g .

This will provide flexi-

(Q

b i l i t y f o r v a r y i n g ceiling h e i g h t s , a s w e l l a s d i f f e r e n t t e m p e r a t u r e a n d h-umidity r e q u i r e m e n t s .
T h e a i r w o u l d b e distributed b y a c e n t r a l b l o w e r a n d c o o l e d o r h e a t e d b y t h e u s e o f c o n d i t i o n i n g
e l e m e n t s located i n t h e d u c t s . E a c h r o o m w o u l d h a v e i n d i v i d u a l t h e r m o s t a t s f o r \init c o n t r o l .
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Return air and outside ventilation will be through ducts and door grills.

CL

r

Fire protection begins with fireproof construction; that is, construction of 4-hoiar fire
resistance by under^writer's standards. This calls for a reinforced concrete frame with all
members appropriately protected by means of concrete or masonry, or otherwise fireproofed, and
57
also fireproof floors, walls and roof.
Museum spaces are of two kinds with regeird to fire hazards. First, there are spaces in

<

1Q.0
O<

which water damage might be as serious as fire damage, namely, exhibition rooms, the reference
:??Ibid., p. 205.
^ McGuinness, William J. and Benjamin Stein, Mechanical and Electrical Equipment for
Buildings, Fifth Edition, John Wiley 8c Sons, Inc. (1971), PP- 3^1 and 3^7Coleman, Museum Buildings, p. 217.

J

,

1^

21-8

lU
-I

(0

room, and live storage areas; and second, those in which the furnishings are of lesser importance,
namely, mechanical shops, storage for supplies, and administrative space. In spaces of the

li

latter kind, water sprinklers will be used to put a quick end to any fire. However, exhibition,
curatorial and kindred spaces will have a carbon dioxide extinguishing apparatus. In ad.dition,

58

hose racks will be installed in recessed cabinets.

Water for the operation of the hoses and

JU

sprinklers will come from the site's well and stored in a pneumatic tank.
As important as a means of putting out fires are the means of detection and alarm. Smoke
detectors and fire dampers will be placed in the air ducts with the detectors connected to an
alarm system. All building exits •will be clearly marked and have access away from the building.^^
Burglary protection consists of locks, alarms, and guarding; but its effectiveness depends

CL

r
N
a.

on the number and location, as well as on the construction of doors and windows. High quality
door locks will be used and they will be systemized so that all can be opened by the director's
60
master key. All entrance doorways and interior doors will have push buttons and bells.
All water needs will be supplied by the site's well and the adjacent Water Reclamation Plant
will handle the sewage wastes.
^^Ibid., p. 233.
5%cGuinness, p. 439Coleman, Museum Buildings, p. 232.
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YI'9
Trash and garbage will be placed in a dumpster for pick up by the City of Lubbock. The
dumpster will be located in an enclosed portion of the service drive.
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D.

Building Code

The City of Lubbock follows a modified version of the Unifrom Building Code. The specific

1ZI»10

1j<
Cvi

Code requirements will be checked out and noted in the Design Phase.
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Table I
Chart of Q u a t e r n a r y
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FIGURE Z.

Diagrammatic vie'w of Lubbock Reservoir cut showing stratification, estimated ages, and occurrence of fossils.
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Development of Future Facilities for the LLS
While evaluating Lubbock's need for a new museum which would exclusively display the
archaeological paleontological, and geological finds of the Lubbock Lake Site (LLS), it
became apparent that this need exists and is growing every year.

Several exhibitions

which included the LLS have been shown by the Museum at Texas Tech but these have been
general displays comparing the Lake Site to other regional archaeological discoveries.
This has merely scratched the surface of possibilities for introducing the public to the
significance of the LLS. Most visitors are unaware that human life existed in the Yellowhoue Canyon over 15,000 years ago at which time the site was used as a Paleoindian hunting
ground.

Since then, the area has been visited by many other cultures including that of

Lubbock itself, beginning with the first commercial establishment, the Singer trading post,
built within the site. The educational potential of this and other significant historical
events fully developed in the exhibitions at the Tech Museum.

The first attempt to show the lake site to the public was made in the summer of 1976, when
the Lubbock Lake Site Development Corporation ( a non-profit organization created to further
the research and development of interpretive facilities at the site) started summer tours of
the site. The only otehr public exposure that is currently planned, calls for a temporary
"Interpretive Center" outside the fenced-off area to inform the public of the progress at the
archaeological diggings. The Interpretive Cneter would be staffed by one person and have
exhibits and dirarama audio-visual displays. A path around the perimeter of the site would
allow visitors to view the diggings in progress and the actual locations of the reconstructed

scenes which they would see in the Interpretive Center. The paths would also allow visitors
to view the archaeological crews at work.
Funding for the planned Interpretive Center would be through the LLS Development Corp
which presnetly has $90,000.00 available.

Since this is hardly enough money to build and

staff even a small museum, the LLS Development Corp's main goal at this time is to use the
funds they have to build a temporary cneter which could then build interest and hence attract
additional funding for future developments.

At present, the LLS is open only during the summer months when Archaeological teams from
Texas Tech and other universities move onto the site to live and work. At the start of the
summer operations, digging tools, lab equipment, and other supplies are set up at the site
in a conglomeration of trailers and shacks. These make up the research labs, dining hall,
and matrix shed which are used for storage during the winter. There are also tent-like structures
able to house 40 persons who live at the site during the summer.
When the summer is over, the camp is packed up and the operation is moved back to the
Tech Museum.

This is the main headquarters for the rest of the year and is where all the

discoveries are studied, catalogued, and stored.

The Lubbock Lake Project presently occupies

approximately 1500 sq. ft. of office space and 2000 sq.ft. of storage space in the basement
of the museum complex, but htis is not enough to comfortably meet the present needs. The
specimens that have already been catalogued are stored in 45-50 storage cases and this in-

3

creases at a rate of 10-15 cases/year.

Thus, it is apparent that in addition to a new museum, new on-site research facilities
are needed.

This would alleviate the growing congestion at the Tech Museum and make the

Lubbock Lake Project more efficient by providing a permanent center from which to operate.
This center would house the main archaeological operations at the site and throughout the
Yellowhouse Canyon. The Research and Interpretive Centers would be situated at the site
so that each ones individual operation would complement the other. The Research Center
would continue the explorations and the Interpretive Center would display and publicize
the finds.
Unfortunately, the only funding available for this plan is the $90,000.00 which the LLS
Development Corp has collected.

But the lack of funding certainly does not eliminate the

need for these cneters. Therefore, in my design thesis, I am providing for the needs
which are presnet and apt to continue through

the next 20 years. This is the length of

time which Dr. Eilene Johnson, the Field Director of the LLS Project, estimates will be required to fully study the enclosed site area. Following my plan, the digging operations
would still be carried on mostly during the summer months and the rest of the year would be
spent analyzing the finds and going through the sacks of matrix material. As the Lake Site
is uncovered, the research center would still be used to analysize artifiacts coming from
other dig sites. The present facilities would continue to serve as the kitchen and dining
hall during the summer excavations and the old lab space would be converted to a recreation

1
hall.

When the excavations were complete, the buildings would be replaced by permanent

outdoor exhibitions.
grasses and bushes.

The rest of the site would be restored and replanted with native
Once the archaeologists had moved out, the guided tours from the

Interpretive Center would be discontinued and visitors would be free to walk throughout
the site.

The Research Center would continue to operate just outside the fenced area

with the newly "cultivated" Lake Site as its backyard.
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LIST OF SLIDES
1. City Map showing location of Lubbock Lake Site
2. Aerial photo looking Southwest showing the Yellowhouse Park and the Lubbock Lake Site
3. Aerial photo looking North showing the entry to the Lake Site
4. Aerial photo looking West showing site and its present research facilities
5. Aerial photo of site looking East
6. Close up aerial photo of present research facilities
7- Aerial photo viewing research facilities and matrix operation
8. Mstrix facilities for initial cleaning operations
9. Matrix facilities
10.Plot plan showing access and parking for research and interpretive centers
11.Site model looking North showing locations of both centers
12.Site model looking West showing the Interpretive Center
13.Site model looking Southeast showing the Research Center
14.Research Center Floor Plan
15.Research Center Framing Plan
16. Research Center Mechanical Plan
17. Research Center Sections and Elevations
18. Research Center Elevation and typical wall section
19. Interpretive Center Floor Plan
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INTERVIEWS

Dr. Ron Weatherington - Director of Fort Bergwin Research Center at Taos, New Mexico
Dr. Eileen Johnson - Field Director of LLS
Vance Holiday - Assistant Field Supervisor
Romey Thompson - LLS Photographer
Bob Nash - President LLS Development Corporation
Winfred Vigness - Public Relation at Chamber of Commerce
Arnold Maeker of Maeker and Stephens Architects and Engineers

